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ABSTRACT

.Thi8 essayreviewa publis"ed and unpublished research on individual
perceptions' of'cr~and individual and collective behaVioral reactions to
.

criM.. 'It provides
aaet ofcoricept!ons around whichell1sting research
."..
.

.

, ',. findings can be organized' and t:01Dpared.

Emphasis is given to the consi.stency

or inconsistency of findings and to an identification of variables, areas
of

ra8e.r~..nd

methodologies which have received insufficient attention. '

lindingson perceptions

~f

crime studies sre distinguished in terma

, of'whether they deal with values,. judgments, or

\~'

iatic contents of
.

cr~e

perceptions.

emotions~

and the character-

Individual behavioral teactions are

.

.

'

oqa.n1zed in a typology, which includes aVOidance,

~OIIle

and personal'

protective, insurance. cOllllllUnicative, and participative behaviors.

Collective

,behavioral responses are discussed in te~ of crime'contrel, crime
pJ:'evention, victim advocacy, and offender oriented {J~tivities.

The factors

affecting perceptions and behaviors including crime conditions, personal
and vicarious Vi.cti1ll1zation. experiences, social

integr~tion,

and area

characterietics are discussed.
Pinall,., research on the effects of individual and. collective responses
to crimean crime rates, personal

victimi~ation,

coammity organization are considered.
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IntroductiOll

As crime rates rose and

crim~ ~ecame

concern during the past 15 years,
crime was

~ddedto

i~terest

a more

centra~

focus of national

in the reactions of citizens' to

more tra:<\itional criminological concerns for the

nature of crfme, criminal offenders, and the operation of the criminal
justice system.

This new interest led to a large number of studies that seek

to understand what citizens think, feel, and do about crime.
nt.w area of i1\terest as

"r~ar.:tions

We refer to this

to crime."

This essay is based on an extensive review of the published and unpublished literature carried out as part of a long term study of reactions to
crime sponsored by NILECJ.

The bulk of the material on these topics has been

written in the past 10 years. We devoted many of our efforts to discovering
unpublished and narrowly distributed reports which often contained the

ricb~st

data and most innovative approaches.
Reactions to crime have both psychological and behavioral dimensions.
discuss the psychological

d:;~'lension

We

in Part I as "perceptions of crime," a

wide range of phenomena including emotional responses, cognitive

j~~Qlents

or

assessments of the nature of crime, and moral or political evaluations of th~
, .

importance of crime problems.

The behavioral dimension is discussed in

Part II as individual behavioral responses to crime, and in Part III as collective behavioral responses to crime.
In each of the three parts of this review, we begin by developing a
set of concepts to organizg the discussion of research issues and findings.
In a new area of inquiry such as reactions to crime there are few terminological conventions; the same ",ords may be used to refer to different phenomena.

1

. I

•C~~versely, eCl;-'Jiva1ent findings
cussion o~;.{thesetopics.

It. 1s also important, to understand the empir1i::al

measu~~entsof these phenomena.
.

maY b2 used to provide' tools for cOJlDllon disIn somearese researchers are refining

.

.

.~'At~urement tools that have been iii -use. for some time, while in other areas
no.pne has yet found

a,,~ay

to measure some factors bel::l.eved to be :i.mpqrtant.

Each part also discusses factors that are believed to affect t'hec;haracter

of

rea.~tions

tK) crime..

social integration
each·type of

-~

r~action,

Some faetors

such as the incidence of crime or

appear repeatedly as a factor relevant to.·understanding
while other factors relate to only one. or two types

of reactions.
Finally, the essay discusses the effects of reactions to crime.

We

consider crime perceptions primarily in te:rms of their contribution to understanding behavioral reactions. We examine behavioral reactions for what is
known about their impact on crime and

per~eptions

of crime.

In the case of

collective responses, we alao consider their impact on local social integration
and cOlIDDunity organization.
The full essay describes in deta:i.1. the relevant research findings and
identifies areaS of agreement and conflict.
central issues and findings.
;.

This sUl!D1lary

hi~h1ights

the

Readers interested in a fuller discussion and

extensive references to the 'literature are urged to consult the full report.

Part 1 -- Perceptions of Crime

'!'ypes of Crime Perceptions
Terminology and concepts used to discuss crime perceptions lack consistency
and specificity.

To facilitate comparisons across studies and to help clarify

2
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the myriad of statements made about'the fear of c'rfme, we find that perceptio~s
of crime ean be usefully distinguished in terms of values, judgemeuts, and'
emotions.

These in turn have a personal and general aspect.

Values involve assessments of the· importance of crime either as a public
issue in

comp~rison

with other public issues or as a per.sonalmatter,in compar-

is on with other concerns.
Judgments about crime involve perceptions of the objective character of
crime.

At a general level this means perceptions of crime rates wltileat the

individual level it means perceived risks of personal victimization.
Emotions include perceptions that include fear and anger.
iz~d

level

per~eptionsinc1ude

fear for the safety of others.

MOre geueralAt the personal

l.evel this involves :f.ndividual fears and anxieties about personal victimizations.
1.

Values
There is general agreement that crime has increased as a pub1ic.issue in

;.

the past 15 years and that at variolAS times within this period it has been
the number one public concern.

Despite this growing public concern about

crime, there is considerable evidence that personal tolerance of some behavior
labeled as crimtnal -- such as drug use, abortions, apA
increased.

homose~ality

-- has

One result of this increased tolerance has been decrfminalization

of some types of behavior.
2.

Judgments
People are more likely to perceive crime rates as rising than declining.

They generally see crime rates to be higher and to be increasing more in,
areas other than their own neighborhood.

Crime is perceived more as other

people's problem than one's own., This perception may bedu,e to the

'.
3

I

~

8ssociattcm:of~
Clatiger wifh 'Ul'lknr'.Nn' people >andpla~es or to' the ~endencyto have
.
'--

.. '.

, ' .

-

.

-

.

a more 1:'ealisticand reducecf
L' .'

I ,

pe~ception

of' crime where it is based on direct·

experiences.

!?

Emotlons'
:Ute emotional 4:fJ'qension of responses to crime !neludes measures of

~'fear".

Altho~~b.there is more public discussion of the feaT.' of crime than o~ othel'

:r;ilo~",:SJ:~l)ai,risks, such as.from.automobiles and'illness, the ,reasons are
--~;.""
,;..00';'-

Unclear.

It

. .ybe

~xplair,ed.by differ~Jl,ces

that are intrinsic to the pheup-

"

1I!euaor bYPQlitical and cultural factors.

At least one study suggests that,

. under some conditions, ,the fp.aro£ accidents may be equal to or greater than
'

~,

the fear of crime.
a.Fear for others Little attention has been paid tn the fears that
family members 'have for each other.
are less afraid for
as more vulnerable.

the~selves

Two studies sugrest that family members

than for other

f~~ily

members who they perceive

Behavioral reactions to crime may not be understandable

,unless the fear for others is taken into account • For example adults may
change their behaviors to

prote~t

their children rather then themselves.

b.Fear related to specific crimes Most

rese~rch

on the fear, of crime refers

explViitly or implicitly to personal offenses in public places ~- popularly
known as "street ,crimes." More recent studies have asked Cluest1.ons about ,',
-,

....

Pltrticuiar crimes within the "street crime" category so t:b~t'fears of
J:ob~eries,

assaults,

rapes, or other sexual

assau~l ts

can be looked at

!. .

?>".'
.
;.

""'j';:Y
-:('

:l,ndi-vtdu{;lly.
.,'

"

The relative salience bf dtffer,ent crimes

va~ies

among tn-

dividuals and locales; greater-specificity 11,l feur referentsllakes it possible
,

to

discover and understand these variations.

c.Tr~nds

in fear over time The repeated use of a few fear of crime

'r

::/ '.

4

questions in national

pub11~

opinion sVirveys

s~e

1965' 'provid@s

a 1iJD1ted.·

amount of data with whicb . ehanges in fear over t,ime:' cllllb~ st,w.:l$ed ...". hsearchers agree that fear of walking alene in t$:1e~s neighborhood at night, used
.

.

as a measure of the fear of street crime, incre:ased between 1965 and 1975,
particularly among the elderly.

Since 1975, th.e fear leve1.s bave remained

constant or have declined.
d. Other emotions

The ell!:i.sting research on anoti'.)ns re1at@4. to crime

concentrates on fear.

Other emotional reactions such as anger, outrage,

frustration, violation, and helplessness are sometimes mentioned but are
rarely given systematic s.ttention.
4.

The

'Interrelation~ls

of Perceptions of Crime

A few studies havf.i examined the interre1ation.ship between
ments, and elllOtions.

Values

h.~ve

~loo8,

judg-

been less consistently found to be :biter-

related th~ at!~·· judgments (perceived risk9,,) and emotions (fears) •. ~ch
more work is needed to
5.

ex~ine

the

co~istency

of

thes~ ~elationsh!ps.

Aggregate Crime Perceptions
Most studies of crime perceptions consider the perceptions of

individual9,..

However, when perceptions of inuividuals are

possible to pro7ide measures of

V~l'ception

aggreg~ted,

it is

in particular geographic are83"

This process can lead to d,aracterization of locales in terms of a high or
low level of fear, concern, or perceived risk.
are

particul~~ly ~mportant

risks in targeted areas.

Aggregate crime perceptions

for evaluating efforts to reduce fear or

per~$ived

Relatively little attention bas been given to under-

standing aggregated areas as opposed to individual crime perceptions.

-",.,

5
.~

.

,i
:':;' ..

TheCC?ntent'of Cr:lme Perceptions
;

""0.

~:!le w~ often talk about crime1;ngeneral ,terms, we also need to
,

"

understand the complexity and specificity of crime perceptions.

People

have speeific ideas about the nature, origins, results, and location of,
crime.
1.

!Went Crimes.
Most

resear~:.-h

considered, but t:he

does, not explicitly describe the type of ,crime being
imt>li~it

reference is usually to "street crimes".

Considerable variation is found when the degree of fear of specific crimes is
studied butcr:lmes'of violence are generally the most frighteaing.
2.

,~rangers

Crimes that involve strangers are more fear producing than those that
involve non-strangers.
The link

Fear of crime is, in large measure, a fear of str.angers.

betweenstrang~rs

and crime may reflect a psychological mechanism

which allows continued residence in environments where fear of one's neighbors would be ip,tolerable.

Alternatively;. the equation of crime and. strangers

may be an aspect of intermingling of racial anl1 !:r,ime fears.

For white

ADiericans fear of crime is frequently synonymous with fear of blacks.
3.

Incivility
Inappropriate and disreputable behavior such as drunkenness or obscene

phon€<!=~lling

may violate an individual's sense of social order.

Since people

are more l1ke1y to encounter such behaviors than they are to be the victims of
serious crimes ,incb'!~ behavior -- when interpreted as a sign of lax:ger
social· diSordfar-- may havell significant effect on crime perceptions.
, Studies. nave linked such

behavior~i"to

6

feelings of unease but, to date, we

'I

have little understanding of how perceptions of incivility relate to per~:ept:i.on8
of other types pf crimes.
4.

The Lbcat10n of Crimes
Crtmes.may also be perceived as occurring in particular times and places.

It has been consistently reported that pt!ople believe more criDIe occurs at
night and in neighborhoous other than their own.
parks~

Subways, downtown areas, .

school, and other places where youth hang out have been identified

as particularly dangerous places.

Techniques for mapping people's percep-

tions of crime risks are beginning to be used and may provide more detailed
understanding of people's crtme topographies.
Factors Influencing Perceptions of Crime
1.

Crime Conditions
a.The Geographic Distribution of Crime The incidence of crime in particu-

lar areas is generally believed to influence perceptions.

Higher crime rates

should be related to higher perceptions of risk and higher levels of
A number of studies support this belief.

feBr~

However, there are a significant

number of other studies in which these relationships were not consistently
found.

~ven

when the relationship between area crime rates and perceptions

is found, the strength of associations is modest.

It would not be accurate

to assume that most residents of high crime areas have high levels of fear
or conversely that most residents of low crime areas have low fear levels.
Some of the inconsistencies in the findings reported here may be due· to the
inadequacies of the crime measures.
b.Changes in crime rates over

~~!!

Some studies suggest that rapid

changes in the crime rate may be more fear producing than high but stable

7
,,'

" :-,·1

·trill.'lrates~ .Tbis'.rela.t:l.c~11sbipls:
at ~the heart of "crimewavea", periodsilof
- -- .

.

,:...,'

.

':

-

--~;.-"

.

~'~_,c:=~",,4r"'tic- iDcress8s in
'.cr~.
.
:.--';"';~'-

'

.

Captions

of.la~ge·increases

tbmactual'changes in the
'.

.

"

'

.

Research on crfme.waves also suggests that per-

'

in'cr1Be'rates maybe influenced by factors other
Incid~ce

of crime.

.

."",::,,·~:-~,~ .• ~.jb~Leffect of chan'ges in the crime rate over longer historical periods is
the Opposite of the effect· of shortterut changes • Whereas short term in- .

'crease~often

produce increases in fear, the longer term studies describe

.

.

:lDcreases in fear and concern while violent crime rates are in fact decreasing.
, c.Absolute levels of crime The effect of absolute levels· of crime on
perceptlonsma~

be equal to or greater than that of crime rates.

Large cities

like NeW York'and Chicago hav~ bad reputations for crime even though they have'
.1ow~r crime rates than some ,medium sized eities with better crime reputations.

The large cities have a substantially higher absolute number of crimes which,
. providess more constant flow of material for media and interpersonal com~
1iimications which thereby establishes the reputation.

A systematic test of

tbistelat.ionship haa yet to be undert;llken •
. . d.Key crimes Considerable anecdotal evidence suggests that fears are
increaried by particularly dramatic crimes, but little systematic study of
the extent or longevity of these effects has been done.
·e.VictiiDization rates A major development in the past twelve years has

bee~theuse of ,sample surveys to study victimization.

Such studies gener-

.

,

ate estUlates ofvict1mb::!tion rates for different demographic categories.
SinceJllOst victim surveys a1.80 include questions on crime perceptions, they
provide considerable ,data on the relationships between vietimization rates
and perceptions •
. The mQst significant. finding of these inquiries has been that

.. ,;--..
,,.., ..

8
",

",

:

.. 1.

:',.

victimization rates'arid levels of 'fear are inversely related for age
WOIIlenilare less victimized but more afraid than men.

~d ~~

Vict::lmizationrates

generally decline with age but fear increases.
The relationship between ~ and income and victimization rates varies
more across studies, but blacks tend to have higher victimization rates than'
whites.

Blacks are also found to be as or more afraid thanwhitea.

Income

tends to be iflversely related to violent crime victilll1zations but positively

.

related to property crime victimizations •
,

the relationship of victimization rates for various demographic

~1hen

categories is r.e1ated to types of crime perceptions, other than fear, the
results are inconclusive.
2.

The Appropriateneus of Fear Levels
What levels of fear are appropriate for given levels. of crime risk? ,Are

the fear levels of females and the elderly higher than the objective conditions warrant?
answers

There is considerable disagreement in the literature on the

to these questions.

One position is that fear of crime in general '

is too high. a,nd hence the lower fear levels of males and younger persons are
more appropriate.

The greater risks of injury from accidents and the low

levels of fear associated with these rhks are cited to support this position.
A second position is that since women and the elderly are morevulnerable and less able to defend themselves their hi.gher 1eve.lsof fear are appropriate.

Underlying this idea is the judgment that crime victimization is

si.gnificant1y different from other sources of personal injury.

These dif-

ferences make greater fear of crime understandable.
A,third position is that the levels of fear for women and the elderly
are appropriate because their risk of victimization, when rates of

9

expo~ure

-;';.~",'

:"',

·-,t,

.re taken into account, are highertban for other demographic categories ..

Dif~iculties in :1lu!~SUril1g exp~sure rates have preventeda.'l adequate test
,

f

cf·tbisinterpretation.
:3.

Victiinization Experiences
Considerable res.earch has been conducted on the impact of victimiza-

tian experiences on crime perceptibn.Most of these inquiries are based on
data f:-ODlvictidzationsurveys, but the value of such surveys for studying
these relationships is limited in two respects.

First, anyone

only victimized

prior to the six month or one year. recall period used in most surveys is considered a "non-victim" in such·analyses.

Second, :victimization surveys pro-

vide only cross sectional data; the effects of victimization on longitudinal
phenomena must be inferred.

A more appropriate design would be to measure

crime perceptions befor"eand after victimizations.
·Generally speaking, few crime perception differences are found when all
types of victims are compared with non-victims.

Differences in fear and per-

ceived risk have been
. more. frequently found when comparisons are made between
.

. the victims of contact or violent crimes and other respondents.
though statistically significant, the differences are not large.

However,
The method-

ological limitations describe.:o above and thevat'iety of situations included in
a crime category such as robbery maybe masking stronger.effects of violent
crime victimizations at the hands of a stranger.

There is also limited

eV.idence that being victimized more than once, at least within a ane year
recall period, increases fears as much as contact crime victimization.
4.

Witnessing Crimes
There .is little J:'esearchon the effects of witnessing a crime on crime

perceptions.

Social psychological studies of witness reactions to staged

··crime focus on i1lDl1ediate behavioral responses rather than longer term

10

- - - . - .- - - - , - ,-

changes in perception.

. - - - - . - - . - ,- . - - - , - - - -

Questions about witnessing crimes added to victimiza-

tion surveys would. make it possible t.O study its effects on perceptions.
5.

Vicarious Cr1me~xperiences
People are exposed to more information about crime vicariously from

mass media and interpersonal communications than from personal experience.
The gap is especially wide between vicarious
violent crime.

and direct expe't'ience with

The finding that people are less afraid in their awn neighbor-

hoods where they can rely more on direct experiences for crime information
than in other places where they must rely on vicarious information has been
interpreted as suggesting that Vicarious experiences,

in general, generate

higher levels of fear.
a.lntetpersona1 Communications A person's social interaction and integration in his community may be of significance in shaping concerns and fears.
Greater interaction and integration is likely to lead to more information
about local crime, Dut there is contradicting evidence as to whether this
greater information increases or decreases fears and perceptions of risks.
Research on interpersonal communication has dealt with crime information only
tangentially; almost all the key questions remain to be studied.
b.Mass Communication There is a widespread belief that the media
treatments of crime influence people to believe that there is
and more risk of victimization than there actually is.

mor~

crime

However, none of

the research provides much evidence either for or against this belief.
Some studies demonstrate distortions in media coverage of

vari~us

aspects

of the crime situation, including the portrayal of "crime waves" when the crime '
data show no or only small increases in the crime rates, but evidence on
how these distortions affect individual crime perceptions is limited and
contradictory.

..
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A:,la~g~ n\Dllb~r 9~' othf!r, o~ganizations
.. ..
~

and actoI:s regularly present

., iilformation and opinions abbut crime to the public.

The most important of"

these are 1a" enforcement agencies, which tr,ansmit information and judgmen,ts

thro~gheveryday interactions and special programs.

the

We, know very little ,about

content and variations in the crime messages which accompany routine pol-

ice-citizen encounters, although recent studies have looked at variations in
"

police organization and patrol behavior and found little 1£ any effects on crime
. perceptions •
.' Special police. educ.ationand crime prevention programs try to change
public perce.,tions as well as ,behaviors.

There is some evidence that such

efforts 'increase awareness and concern, but at least one study suggests the
, possibility that crime awareness programs may increase citizen fears •
7. 'Politics
Crime, from t1me. to time, emerges as a political issue.

The rhetoric

of crime in electo;a1 politics can paint a stark picture of the problems.

If

these campaigns influence people's crime perceptions, they are likely to increase fear and perce,ptions of the prevalence a.nd seriousness of crime.

The

joul'lla1isticaccounts of "law and order" campaigns do not address the question
, of their impact on crime perceptions.

No social

scienc~research

on this

question cou1d'beidentified.
lie

Social Integration
SOCial integration may affect perceptions of crime.
.

At the individual

.

level, 'persons who are more socially isolated are more likely to be fearful.
This is particularly true among the elderly who live alone.
one of the most influential ideas in recent community .crime prevention
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efforts is that areas with higher social interaction: and· integration nIl
have morenaturalsurveill!Jnce to informally.conttol the .incidence of crime
and .lower the fear of crime.
limited.

The evidence to support this idea is

Studies have not found a relationship between the degree of social

integration and crime perceptions; but as yet this relatignahip has received
only a small amount of attention in empirical studies.
9.

The Culture of Crime
Individual crime perceptions may also be affected by the culture of crime

of an area.

People living in areas where there is heightened anxiety are more

likely to become worried than individuals living in areas characterized by low
levels of fear, regardless of the obj ectiv'e crime conditions.

Relationships

of this kind have been suggested by a number of writers but have yet to be
tested.
10.

Interrelationship of Factors Influencing Crime

Perceptio~

We have discussed separately a number of factors which are believed to
affect perceptions of crime.

However, an adequate explanation of crime per-

ceptions requires an analysis that incorporates these factors into a

singl~

model and determines their relative contributions and interaction effects.
Those few attempts to develop a comprehensive model have not been adequately
tested because they include variables that cannot be measured by the survey
dat.a. bases from which the authors began.

A comprehensive explanation

of crime perceptions is likely to requiremultimethod data collection.
Summary
We have given considerable attention in Part I
types of crime perceptions:

tt>

distinguishing three ...

values,jlldgments, and emotions. "Ttlismakesit

possible to organize large numbers of findings which may use "fear of ~r1me"
to refer to different phenomena.

The research on·factorsaffectingcrfme
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.Q

.-.;-perceptioD~ reveals complexities arid incomplete understandings, but it is ,.".

,- .:-.;lear,-'that changes in 'or levels of crime rates alon.e do not account for
chalnges- in orl.evelsof

f~ar·

and perceived risk.' In addition, recent vic-

timiz.tiooshave only modest effects on crime perceptions even when they
-,'

,.'

.'

.'

.

.

-involved contact and violence.
We have little direct evidence on bow individuals obtain and interpret
inforrDation" about crime.

Some evidence suggests that people rely on the

Dl8ssmedia,but the more cons1..stently reported sources of information are
personal experi.enceand interpersonal communication.
are

more relevant to percf:ptions of one's

own

These lattef factors

neighborhood, and people

consistently report their own neighborhood as safer than other areas.

For

otberareas, -people must rely on more indirect sources ofin:formatlon.
-A_central· theme in research on crime perceptions is whether people's
. perceptions are appropriate or rational.

The answer to this issue involves

more. than emp1.rical inquiry, but people clearly are more afraid of crime
victimization than of other dangers which are equally or more likely to occur.
The major task ahead is to

underst~d

how perceptions of crime are

shaped and changed over time.

Part II -- Individual Behavioral Reactions to Crime

Introduction
It is widely believed that increasing crime rates have led many people
to change theirb-enaviors. - We describe research findings on individual and
~011~c.t1ve behavioral-responses to crime in the next two parts of this essay.
-

.

:.Individualandcollective behaviors are empirically intertwined, but it is
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useful.to separate them for. analytic purposes.

-

' .

We discuss'

.

"

f1~diDg&

flberetbe

individ~lis the unit of analysis in this part; of 'the essay; intbe ,final
~

.

part, .we

di~cuss

'

1 . . . .

studies where the unit of analysis isa

.

collectiv~ty

--

~

neighborhood, community.organization or some other social group.
Types of Individual Behaviors
1.

What Is An Individual Behavioral Reaction to Crime?
A behavioral reaction to crime is

all

action (or set of actions) which is

.

.

undertaken toa significant extent becasue of the perceived existence of
crime risks.

Often studies

describ~

that the actors had crime in mind.
were in fact taking crime into

behaviors but provide no direct· evidence

Where 'there is evidence that the actors

account~

the reactions to crime literature.

studies are discussed here as part of

Studies of the former type will be in-

cluded only if the behavior in question has been argued or shown in other·
studies to be related to perception of crime.

Behaviors frequently involve

a number of motivations other than crime and it will be necessary to discuss'
ways of determining if, in a particular instance, an orientation towards
crime is involved.
tionalor

prat~ccion

For example, dogs. and guns are bought either for recreapurposes or with both reasons in mind.

Only

wh~n pro~

tection is an aspect of the decision can ownership be considered a reaction
to crime.
As with crime perceptions, we begin by developing defi~itions for

different behavioral types.
,'around whicht'o organize

OUi'

These definitions provide a set of concepts
discussions and clarify a 'welter of inconsistent

and overlapping terminologies.

..
15"·
,';'

"

.

..

'.:,,-0:

·iJ· .

• :i

........ <a •.~.;·Avoidance refers to ~an action which· seeks to decrease. exposure to
-",.".

erilletd:abbxremoving oneself from or increasing the distance. from situations

L"

·in whlCh'the risk of criminaXvi~timization .1shelieved to be high:.. The

II: .

,

. 'si.tua.tionsbeing, .Voided maybe characterizt!4 in terms of location, time,or
people.
b.

Personal'and llome protective behavior is an' action tl1kento increase

resist8nc~to

victimization.

Actions to decrease a home's wln,erability

include purchasing a device such as a lock or a burglar alarm, or
differently by leaving lights or radios on whenlea,rl1".gthe llome.

ac~ing

Person1l1 protective behavior refers to actions taken out sid, the home to
".'~

reduce wlnerabilitywhenencountering

th~eatening

situations, actions such

,'."

'$ •

as carrying a weapon orloookingunafraid.
Protective measures have been characterized as i11curring greater expenses
than avoidance.

The purchase of devices for home protection are obvious

.. expenses, but it is conceivable that the costs of avoidance are as great or
greater.

Too little is known about the actual costs to individuals of either

type"of behavior.
c.

Insurance behavior is an action to minimize the costs of victimization

without reducing exposure or:~increasing resist:.~tlce . to ·';ictimization.

This

c~mean thepurcbase of insurance to compensate the victim of a crinle as
.. well as carrying little cash or kee~ing valu.ables in a. safe deposit box to reduce

.

.

the potential loss whenvictim!zed •
··d.

CODIIlUDicative behavior is an action which
i

inf~".fmatio~

and

~:

emotlon~' related

involves the sharing of

to crime' with others.

People often spend

'. conaiderablet:i~eandenergy talking about crime, but' take u.o other concrete
.'

/.;'

:./C'

•

_.

''':.'

'

e. !!tt:leipatory beba~ioris .anacticm:taken.-Witb. otbers"whichia '.:
motivated by a particular crime or by;· crime ·in ger1eraL
take several forms and

may~

Participation

be informally or formally-orgatlized.

. f'

call

We diacuss-

informal participation, crime reporting, voting 8ndcollective participation.
The Extent of Individual Behavioral Reac.tioils·
We will now review what is known about· the frequency and distribution
of individual behavioral reactions.

These data come largely from the

same crime oriented surveys used in Part I to discuss crime perceptions.

A

second source of data are studies of particular types of behavior such as the
use of public transportation, gun a.wnership,

or decisions to relocate

residences.
1.

Generiot~havioral

Chap.se

In surveys which ask respondents whether their behavior has been changed
or limited in the last few years because of crime f less than half the respondents report such changes.

However, people are much more likely to ger-

ceivetbat people who live elsewhere have made more changes.

The further

away the respondents ar.e from the referents, the more likely they are topei'ceive people have changed their behavior.

Th:ls pattern of .resp'Ollses gives

further weight to the argument discussed earlier that crime is generally;
perceived as a greater problem for
The frequencies

other·peqple~

~d.th wl):t.~h;·particular

types of behavioral responses are

mentioned are much l~er where probes are used after general questioning th~
when people,$i'e asked directlYilbout specific behaviors in clofJed-.ended
questions.

The great divergence in frequencies generated by open and ..

closed question formats· raises questions abo\l,t the sfllience of these behavior••
,.

Fux'ther insight into. these questions could be gained if more surveys f:ollowed·
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~~J~~F!!f:tiij',-,;'~~J: 't~;;;T7"*o< '"~~/7 . ' .,.'
t;>,~~JIP:'op~e#ded>q~est*~s

1d,th'closed;"ended q,-fjsti,ons ,.!about

~ped.ficbe~a~i~#'S~··

:""'"

.

,,,,.;;;;.'"

Qmissionof an, act in response to 'the
Forexc:tmple,

a person may ,decide

~;"i;-'t'.t~;:;go- out at il:l.8ht ol'no{c;-:'to engage in some activity.

E;<'~1~rise, howeve1;~, Wh~J!;"trying
~

not

Difficult problems

to mc!.asure·' the extensiveness; of actions which

"

~,,,' . 1id8.hthav~;b9.b'/didnot~occur.

:if:.'

.,,/

-..

this problem·is analogous to. the one faced

"

;,;;;~ "1.Si~ae~~t~~ri~e'r~~eardiers·who
wO\lldlike
to know how' many
crimes did not
.
- . '.
.

'---.-~- ~~---:--

r·,

/

/""""

. .

-.'

.

r"'· ·.·.:Oc$~~~bec;ause. of t~ile tbr,Ptof. punis1lmen~~-a1though it
y~

,.

.

.

is less threatening

•

} . >/-'toask~eopl!! dire'd:ly about"'avoidedacti:ons than about crimes notcoDmlitted.
c

,

.

f:~;"

~",

f~~:~

"_.

:;:.

,

SR~t1al and TeJilporal Avoidanc~A. significant number of people

a.

"I...

~;r~"';;report that they do not go to some parts of their cities and nei8hborhoods
Th~'.cproportion of persons who report

'"because .of' ,the .. risk of· victimization.

s1,(C::hc'h'ihavior,v:ari~swidely fromsur:vey to survey and with different
: ___ -

•

. '

-

0

,

:".;y-::-:.'• .::. ..• ~.:.,...

_.~,

;."_

____ ,

~

.

<.;CI,uestion format9~.~ I~ many cases these replies may exaggerate actual behavior

.' .?~~eQPl~ include places they perceive as dangerous but where they' ilever have
~. '•. ,ha4~the"'liee-d
~~~:.~~.

;. .

'.

L:

;;0 ?' ,'-"

~

.

. . c'

to .go. ~'fue reported frequencies are substantially reduced '\~hen
'.~

C.

~.'

' ; ' . '

"-. .

.."'

th~factorof'need,1sadded

,:

.

.

to. questions about avoidant:e.

~~.,

V/:V:J ...•. ,'.... $everal'st\ldies

mention th~t people often avoid certain types of locations.

W;>::: ~;th..s4ainciude "pubiic' parkS,. dowatown areas of large central cities, rapid transit;
~"'"

'-,..

,~-stati()n$and

youth hang-outs. . Crime data indicates that these

;';;':,~iis'higbQ~higher crimEo rates as the areas around them;
~;;)tlt4!Pi!......,~p~~es
.' ! J i ; . . ,

locale~

do not

however. they all

where informal social control ia likely to be weak •

ext'r~~lj rest~i~~ive

form of avoidance is staying at home.

~;', _ ~/.', .. ,:"c:· . ".,v·
;::/!); . <beh.'Y~(Jr~):OnjQresup image~i)f~,R~J:B0il8Wh~--~~e
c

;,.,

. . ,;-:. . . .,-

Such

captives in their. o~. llome.
.

~~:'~\~~~~~!:MC'~~lj'::~ciated with ~~e eldeilY:o ~. ~j,e whole rarely
l8,

f
c.

~

venture ,forth at night.
of the elderly

g1.~e

However, some

stiidies)~indthat

crime 8S the reason for their

only abou,t. "ne-third .

lac~;:of mobiI1ty~.

Once again

ween(!ounter the~ossibility of exaggeration of the degree of avoidance if.
the questioning'is too general.
b.

Situational avoidance

seeking to. avoid

a~e

of young people.

The situations people most often report

ones where they encounter strangers and/or groups

Again a wide range of frequencies of such behavior is

re~

ported in surveys.
c",

Activity specific

av.oidance

The popular understanding of avoidance

includes the expectation thatc:dmehaa caused decl:i.ningattendence at
nighttime meetings, reduced entertainment and dining outings, and
the frequency of socializing.,

The frequency of such changes and their links

to crime have rarely been documented.
.

-

dec~eased

'.

Whenreaearchers compare such behaviors
,.,.'

~

among the eldeirly with the general population,theY1J.lOst often find that the
elderly's behaviors are less restricted than :b ofte"tl thought.

Even when.

restricted, crime is generally no-t the ~st important reason. /
d.

Indirect avoidance:· the supervision of youth

Youth·· are important

sQurces of neighborhood crime information for their families and may also
be the focus of their family' scr~ responses.
th~

Paren-ts may try to decrease

exposure of their children to crime risks by establtshing r,ules about

where, when, and with whom they can play, visit and work.

Althlough few

studies have examined these family dyn.amies, the most comprehensive study
indicates considerable effort on the part of adults to have teenage boys 8vo:f,d .
certain dangerous places.

This study dealt with inner ~ity youth and may

.

.

not be gepsralizable to families in other settings.
::'"

. ConSiderable inaiaht could be gained if in future studies of. reactions.
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~

family'member are

.

.:~ \r:':'

interv:t~ed

and if' family '1Dterac,tions

"abo",t:,cr1me 'aTec~dea princi~le focus" of'inquiry •
.

.'.'

;;"

.:.",

',."

:

",".

.

'

'e.'hSnspoftaticmchoice'sThere is little doubt that some people chqose ,"
aOiles of· transportation with :crime risks
....

. ,.'

.

""

.mich'crimeis ,~~actor.
'r

·1.n mind.

The issue ,is the extent to

Few public transportation Tiders indicate that

personal safety is 'a major factor in their decisions to use public transportat ion. , AlDong those who are afra1~, their need to get around often overrides
Much higher pToportions
!pfresidents living near public, transportation routes express concern' for their,
s~f~ty

On buses and rapid transit lines.

may of these people have

1\0

When probed further, however,

need ,to use public transportation.

of usage can not easily be classified as avoidance.

Their lack

Based on existing

studies, it, is d:tfficu1t to conclude that ridership rates are stronglY in,

"

'f1uenc~d

by, crime.

There are no studies which consider ,the full range of transportation a1ternativesinc1uding cars, taxis, and walking to determine possible inter.

"."

connections of usage as it might relate to crime •

." ~;~

f..

Reioca·tion' decisions
;

R~location. i~' an extreme

fO!:1ll

of avoidance.

,As With transportation choices,' the interesting question is not whether

people consider safety in their residential location decisions, but how
frequently safety p1a)/'$ a major role.
pond~rance

Contrary to popular beliefs"the pre-

of evidence is that safety is infrequentlY a major factor in actual

relocations.

The strongest method of gathering data on relocation is to in-

\, terv:l.ewpeap1e before and after they move.

Two studies which used this

'\teclulique both found that crime is only a minor consideration in moving
decisions.
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Additionally ,many
so, although

mot'~ ,pe~p1ereport

safetycon~iderationsare

'a desire to move thaD, actually ,do ,.

likely, to' loom larger fClr the.

poor arid blacks who mey want to move but are unable. '

'.
g.

Social distribution of avoidance behavior By ,almost any measure

women and older persons report more avoidance., This pattern maybe a
consequnce of less active social roles as well as greater fear.

Women and

the elderly .wbo must go to wor}l: report lower levels of avoidance, ,again'
unders;coring the relevance of necessity to avoidance.
The association of avoidance with racial, income, and educational characterietic•
.is less consistent and, where it has been found, is weaker than. relationship.
found for age and sex.

Several authors stress the importance of the re-

spcndentts place of residence to ,the associations of race and income with
avoidance:

blacks and low income people avoid more because they live in

higher crime areas.
3.

Protective

Beha~ior

Protective behavior is what people do to deal with perceived risks
when they cannot or will not physically avoid them.

It, includes symbo,ls

of reSistance, which increase the appearance that res1st8:lce will take place.
):trotection by such symbols could 1nvolve walking with a large dog (even
though the dog is timid) or applying a sticker to announce the existence
of an alarm system (even though no alarm system was installed).

Symbols

of resistance, if believed by others, can be effective means of protection
but we know of no direct
themselves.

tests of, the efficacy of protective symbols by

Large~hysica1

s1ze and being male might be considered

surrogate measures since both are very general s1811s1n our society that 'greater
,

~resi8tance

against physical attack will occur., Used as an indirect test, ,
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. 1aal.eness.appears to be an ineffective symbol: 'victim1z~tionsurveys . show .
. .;tbatmalesar~ vi.ctitn1zed. at:J;.:f:gher rates than females , although exposure
rat~8'are

not controlled for •.
.

a.

.

.

HOIIlt! ProtectionA-;ldition of.. security· devices and increased home de-

. fense· activities are both home protection behaviors.

Across a large number of
.

.

surveys about 40 percent of the respondents report having installed some
security device "in the past few yearsn.

In almost all surveys, door locks

are'the most CODlllion device purchased; no"~'the~t-~, of purchase Qr· lnst:ailation
is:\reported by more than 10 percent of therespondents..The purchase of a
security device, a dog or a weapon are infrequent "one time" events.

Hence,

when people are asked whether they have install.ed a device in the past year,
a negative response does not necessarily mean that their home is less pro:
tected since 5uch devices may already be in place.
Gun ownersbip has received the most attention from researchers.

Guns

and other we~pons, if carried on the person, can be both home and self":'protective devices. .. Depending on Whether the purpose of protection is specified
.inthe question, surveys.reportfirearms ownership at rates of 10 to 50
· percent, varying by· city.

The major purchasers of handguns are people who

already own long guns, so that the large number of handgun sales in the
late 1960's and early 1970's has led to Ii much s·mallerincrease in the pro;"
portion ~f tamilies owning guns.
HOUle! 'defense activities

involve the use of existing devices in the home·

such as locking doors and leaving lights an when leaving at night.
often part of
~ecuri1:y

eV~rYday

They are

routines in contrast to the infrequent·purchases of.

;'devices •. A very high proportion of peoplere.port taking some home

defense .precautions, lJIost commonly keeping honieslocked at night and when '
· going .out •.
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.
b.' Se1f-protectivebehav1or Self..,protective behayior is what
people do to deter or resist victimiZation, when they 'go outside their, homes
and may complement or replace avoidance,.

Going out with another person is the

only self-protective behavior taken.by more than 10 to 15 percent of the
population; fewer carry weapons.

If these frequencies are used as indirect

measures of crime concerns, then people are as concerned with protecting their
, homes as they are with avoiding danger in public places.
c.Demosraphic correlates' of protective behavior The demographic correlates are somewhat different for the two forms of home protective behaviors,
and both are quite unl:1.te what is found for self-protective behavior.

Women,

people with higher incomes and more education, home owners, and longer term
residents are more likely to have purchased or installed security devices.
By far, the largest difference is between women and men.
The social characteristics of people who are more likely to take home
defense actions are closer to those of the people who are more likely to
engage in avoidance activities -- women, blacks, the poor, the elderly', and
the less educated.
The social characteristics associated with greater self-protective behavio7i: other than going out with another person-- males, younger

p~op1e,

and

to a lesser extent blacks-- are in marked contrast to all other forms of
. protective behavior.
Gun ownership patterns have received the heaviest attenion.
to popular belief, gun ownership is more characteristic of
income people than it is of the lower or working class.

~iddle

Contrary
and upper

Also, males are much

more likely to own guns than females.
4.

InsuringBehavior
Almost all people either have or want insurance to compensate them,for
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.' •. ~h~fts:~'""'l'bepervasiv~~es~'o~' !ln8uranceagainstcr~e'; 10ss~s is' .sometimes: 'obscured
" 'whenstUdie~
,report,'
the, propdrtionof ~people'who recently
obtained or increased·
.
.
.
.
.
.

,,

. '.

,

'~heir' 1DsuranceWhich, ' as

i's·:tlie case with home protections, devices,

Low income
people may notbeab1.e to af~.
.

'" people .
Who already ,had insurance.

..

',' for'dinsurance or are

miss~s'

den:l~r1;":in~urancebecause, they

are

high'risk~.,

The,

issue of unfair "redlining"--when insurance underwriting practices deny
insurance to whole areas--has increasingly became the concern of numerous
netghborhood organizations.'
Insuring behavior also" includes a variety of other 108s minimizing
'practices.

People may not take a wallet, carry less moneY,or not buy an item for

fear ,it Will be stolen. '

s.

.£g,Dmunicative Behavior:

Talking About Crime

No studies concentrate on interpersonal communications about crime. ' We'
include "talking about cr:lJile" here to sensitize researchers tO'its potential
importanc~

and to increase the possibility that it becomes a topic of inquiry.
,

,

Talk
about crime
is general1yinterpretec
as! an indication of a person's
.
.
.
'perceptions or of potential be.haviors.

In addition, talking about crime can

be conceived of as a behaVioral respoP,se itself.

While it may not lead to

anyot;heraction,
it may provide a source
of tension release, prOmote
.
-?-:"".......
:
asen~e ,of' solidarity,' and be an important source of crime information • We

are certain that,talk performs'all these functions; future reserachers will
have to determine its'frequency, salience and content.,
6.

Participatory Behavio..!.
We, consider a beha~lioral reaction to be participatory when it is done

in concert withothel's.

Most frequently suchbehayiors are part of formally

'org~nizeci·activities,
although participation
may involve only a few o,ther
.
,
.'

.

"

.

"

,peo~le who act tog~ther without a ferma1 organization.
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Participation is the individual aspect of organized collective responses
to crime.

The difference

betw~en

an analysis of collective participation

and an analysis of collective responses is one of perspective.
participation uses the individual as the unit

~f

analysis.

CQllective

Indi"iduallevel

explanations involve individual perceptions, experiences, and demographic
characteristics; typical collective response explanations involve characteristics of neighborhoods, or organizations, their resources, leadership and
programs.
We discuss five types of participatory behavior -- informal, crime
reporting, voting, programmatic, and organizational.
a.

Informal participation Informal participation involves informal

social control act.ivities in situations whe·rethere are either violations of
the law or norms closely re1atl'ad to illegal behaviors.

Informal spcia1

control encompasses all informal means of regulating behaviors.

The litera-

ture on informal participation deals primarily with reactions to the behavior'
of strangers.

Two elements of this type of behavior are surveillance and

intervention.
Surveillance refers to the observation of a home or of people on the
street.

The most conscious informal surveillance is the arrangement made

between neighbors to watch each others homes when one or
Two surveys found this to be a

c~onpractice,

~he

other is away.

particularly when people

were away for more than a day.
Few

s~rveys

activity.

have asked people whether they regularly observe street

Based on very limited data it appears that a majority of people

encounter what they perceive to be suspicious
each year.

behav~or

several times

At least one study found that many people have difficulty
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stranger f.r~m ~esidents 'of their neighborhoods and this·
d1fficultylimitsthe, .!ffectiveness of surveillance •
.' Sur,ve.illancehas part:l.eulariDiportancewhen followed up by an interVen.tion.

Jane Jacobs in

The Life and Death of American Cities presented a

., ,disc~ssion of informalpa,rticipation that influenced subsequent writing and
~rime

prevention

policies~

She argued that informal social control is highly

effective ,in~ulti-use urban neighborhoods where'there is'a large volume of
round-the-clock street activity.

The presence ,of people on the streets,

,combined with the incentive they provide for others to watch, leads to
'''natural surveillance." . She. believed that under such circumstances people
, , would. also be willing to intervene to deal with. trouble or suspicious behavior.
Oscar Newman, in his equally, influential book Defensible Space, suggests
.

,

factors that change the use and definition of space to pro_ote safety and the
feeling of security. ,He reasons that people will be more likely I to inter.

'

,vene if'they perceive that the area where an activity'is taking place
"belongs'" to them.

No research ,has followed up on Jacob's work, but there have

been lim1.tedattempts to test Newman's ideas in a more systematic way.

Some

to d,evelop ways to measure how helpful or interventionist people actually ar.e.
.
,

,
'

Sociologists ,and criminologists often refer to the clos,e connection of

'.,

social integration and informal social control.
,.,

,

existence

o,finfo~l

They frequently assume the
,

control if they fipd social integration, but the
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implications ()f4~ffer~nt levels 'and types ,of social integration for thepre:valence of surveillance anet intervention' are rarely examined.,' It is too
. '

. '

important a relationship in current discussions of crime prevention to be
left unstudied.
b.CrimereRorting Crime reporting bas received considerable attention
as a result of the development of victim surveys and the extension of sacial
psychological research on bystander intervention.

According to most vic-

tim surveys, half or more of the victiDlizations were not reported.

Themost

cODDIIOn reasons given by victims for not reporting are that the matter
was too unimpor""ant to warrant the time and that police could probably not
do anything for them.

Researchers generally agree that the more serious

crimes are more likely to be reported, but the proportion of even serious'
crimes reported is low.
Some research describes alternative actions that victims may
take other than reporting to the police.

As yet, we do not know how prevalent

or important these altentativeactions are, but they suggest that not reporting to the police is not the equivalent to inaction.

It, would be helpful if

surveys were to ask victims aboUt other steps they may have" taken before or
instead of reporting a crime to the police.,

This may become a

new source of data on behavioral reactions to crime.
The behavior of witnesses has been studied almost . exclusively in "
social psychological laboratory and field experiments.

The likelihood

t'hatwitnesses will report varies with situational factors from almost'

o to

75 percent.

The dominant theory is that the presence of oth~rs dif~

fuses a witness's sense 'of responsibility for reporting.

Theextrapolation

from such studies to real life situations is problematic for a large
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nUilber~of methoc1OlogicalTeasons; including the ~ypes of subjects 'an4. crtmes"
'. wlt!d. in experimen ta •.
.

,

" . '

c~Votinl

; ... '

.

'..

.

'nlere

.'

are no in-depth studies
of "law and order" elections,
.'
.

or of· the degree to which concem.for crime has influenced vot1ngpattems·.·

d.

Collectiveparticipat;[Qti refers to taking part in the activities

of formal.organizations and agencies which have programs designed to address
tile cr:lmeproblem.
a program:

Programmatic participation entails being the recipient of

the indi,vidual receives messages or' resources, but has little'

influence or effect OIl the program's character.

Organ"izatiortal participation

means active involvement and/or membersbipin some group:

the individual

is a part of the development and impl.emeI,tation of the program.
participants are more iikely to

~Qriceive

of

anti~crime

Organizational

programs as their own.

Fewstudies1ncludedata on the extensivene$s of either type of collective
p~rticipation.

comes from

Th~

most useful survey data on programmatic participation

~9.jaluations

of specific community. crime preventior, programs.

There

. are .uso·sn\DDber of case studies of particular collective efforts that describe bo~h types of collective participation.

These studies provide some

'" we found few instances :l,n whichi.ndiv:l.duals were the units of analysis and
.

.

'

.

Where the variety of .,¢cllective responses was considered:
found

'$. many

as 17 percent

One Chicago study

of the population surveyed were involved with a

grOup that had done something abour crime but, since Chic:ago is exceptIonal
·:In.the·strength.6f itsneighbornood organizations, most other populations
. probably have lower rates of pa~t1cipation •
,;

.

. . . In most areas' of,JiUman endeavor there is an inverse. relationship
#..

,,/.

betWeen .th'=i ill~~t~~tty

of

effort and. the number of people who take part';
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fewer.p'sople arewill:1l1g to·,cODl!Dit larger amounts9f"time and, ~ffort.

This,

relationShip is fouiid-with regard to 'collective participation: the more
demanding activit:iesha',e fewer participants.
Full

participa~ion

in voluntary activities is rare, and when used as a

standard by which to assess collective participation, it can obscure
.,

--

.

-

.

-

important d.ifferences in organizational and programmatic participaf:ton~ah••
The appropriate, participation goal will depend on the nature of the activity.
Even one percent participation in an intensive activity like,a citizen
patrol,would be quite an accomplishment, while much higherl'atescan. be
expected for surveillanc.e and crime prevention education programs.
e.The social distribution-ofpl1rticipation Except for.collective
participation, studies either fail to consider the demographic correlates or
the findings are that participation does not vary with different demographic characteristics.
For collective participation, blacks and females nave higher rates.
The pattern is mixed for :lncome, with higher income associated with
'participation in anti-burglary programs but no consistent findings for participation in neighborhood groulls.

Rome ownership,residence in a single

family dwelling, longevity of residence in the neighborhood, and married
status all are positively correlated with collective participation.

These

latter four findings taken together give a picture'D£ the more stable
elements o£neighborhoods forming the core of collective efforts.
Crime,Perceptions and Individual Behaviors
In this section we eX$mine what is known about the correlates of
, individual behavioral reactions with crime perceptions.
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,>~;~~~C:~.e4. tb~~e'mesofpeJ:cep:tlons and six;~~ypes'ofillciiV!dual behavi!ors·,

.many .. of·w~:l:cl)h8:ve'subtypes,
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•

' " .

,
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J

~'.

•

. " ,

a<la~genumberof. 'l'elat:l.onsbips,coUld be

: : - ,

'

•

~

..~xaniiD,ed.. Not all' 'af tbese-bave actually been studied to date. . . Hence,
.

.

.

. we ;d'1scuss. theserelat:Lonships of. perceptions to four types' of behaviors:
generalbehav10ralchange,' avc:)idanc'~": proteeci'\ttit<' b~b.~yior andparticipatl.on.· .
<~. ' -. . . .

-;:.-'

'. Having changed or. limited one's behavior' is found to

~e:

strongly asso-··

'. ci"ted wfth ·.fear of street crime, and modetat:@l,y correlated with perceived
.risks of robber.y &:n.d assault and perceived trends in neighborhood crime rates.
2.:Avoidan~e

~r----

-':/~~

,

,;···Spatial and' t;emporal avoidance is positively associated with fear of street
. .

.

"

.. crime; perceived risk of victimization, and neighborhood crime rat~s.
3~

•. --~.~~~~~~~~
Prote.ct1ve'Behavior

.,..

. Most studies find no rE!lationship of protective behayior to fear, per-

ceptl~nso; of risk~ or crime rate.
.

.'

Several authors note that t.he extensiveness

~

of prq;~ectivebehavior is quite low when compared with high levels of fear and
perc¢ived ·risk •
. . Gun· owners consistently have. lower levels of fear
owning a gun reduces fear,

~(1't

0.'

Some suggested that

further analysis shows that; the as.sociation

',oJ!

. issp~r:Lous.

Gunownc.rs· are more likely to live in a rural area and to be

.,;ale •.ll.1ld bOJ:h'of these characterisitics are associated with·low.er fear
>,

~. ~. ,?:::.
~

... ~/

......

<tevelsregardl~ss of gu.n,ownership.
"

. ~~.

'.
'.

'.

..

.....

. male owners and
..

Whetl, for example , the level of fear cf

.

nOllowners who live in the same locale

a~e comp~red,

the rela-

-",

. :t:l.poship "'diSappea.rs.

GUll ownership is then unrelated to fear ~s are other

..protecttve
. ..:r---.,.'.beha.viors
.
. 0'

."

_

-'.,<~--;:
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4. Participation
Participants of all types generally have higher fear levels.
tion, collective p_articipation

-r-

whether it

involve~

In addi-

getting together

informally with neighbors, attending a crime preve..ution meeting, or organizational activism -- is also associated with higher perceived risks.
The

!,~$~!tl"~:,Am

crime reporting has'!10t concentrated on the relationship

between reporting and perceptions of crime, but focuses instead on
ing.

non~report-

Most of the reasons for non-reporting are judgments about police efficacy

or the nature of the, crime.

The most frequently mentioned:reason was that

police could not or would not: do anything about the case.
suggests that this victim judgment is reasonably correct

Some research
f~r

the crimes

mentioned,.
5.

Perceived

Effi~acy

of Behavioral Responses

A rational model of behavior would assume that people are more i1kely
to engage in behaviors if they believe them to

b~

effective.

however, show a high degree of pessimism in people's judgments
ability to protect themselves.

Several surveys,
ft~ut

their

An important exception to this view is

pervasive belief that neighbors can do something about crime together.
this pat.tern of efficacy judgments is found,'the public is likell to

t~e
~erever

bew~

receptive to appeals for collective participation than for increased protec~ive

6.

b.ehavior.
Conceptualizing Crime Perception/Behavioral Reaction Relationships
Our anderstanding of the relationships betlo1een individual behavioral

reactions and crime perceptions is still at a rudimentary stage.

Most

$tudies report bi- and tri-variate relationships and lack a conceptual
framework.

One promising model from research on precautionary health

behavior incorporates the readiness to ,act and thepreceived efficacy of a
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c(\u~se

of

~ction.

Readiness to act involves perceivedsu8cept:ibi1-

ity.oJ;' risk and the perceived ,eriousiless of the health threat.· Perceived
effeetiven!!ss' oe particular actions are based on a'ss~ssments of benefits and
,.costs.

When; such a model was tested with longitudinal data, perceived

risk butnocpereeived seriousness and efficacy were related t()subsequent
b~avior.

. Analogous variables for
. tested.
---~~'
1""

r~actt~a

to crime might be conceptua2ized and

The above model from the health field underscore:; our lack of

_.~~]lfledge
costs. and benefits
of protective and avoidance
.
. about ther. p~i'eei:ved'
.
_.-"

behavior.

-x"

move beyond

It a1soppints to the 1l,%edf~r longitudinal data to begin. to
correlatio~31

inferences.

RelationsHips between perceptions and behavior analagous to reactions
.

.

to crime have ab~o been analyzed in psychological studies of stress.
?~.~:

They .' fi~d that people may cope through direct action or by changing their
(;

definitions of the situation.

The latter may be particularly' likely when the

prospects for behavioral coping are .PO~1;' •. ;tnese ~tudies describe feedback
processes betweel},b~1l£l!~1oJt~nd perceptions, but similar interpretations of
;~tilid~f'perceptions

have yet to be investigated.

Non-Perceptual Factors and Individual Behavior
Here we discus's the corre1ate~ of individual behaviors with non-per.

cept~al

factors"

Although. many variables could be

four which dmn1nate s the 11ierature:

includ~-,,~e

focus on the

other behavio'l"s, crime risks, vict:f.mi-

~zations; and social integrat1.ori.

1.

The Interplay of Individual Behaviors
. Several studies examine the interplay of different types of behavioral
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reactio~...

Avoidance and home protective purchases" have no relationship;

people who did one were no more or less likely to do tIle o.ther. _ ~.rogiamD.a~1c
participation (in an anti-burglary block club meeting), is strongly corrslated
with mutual house surveillance, home
operationid~ntification

tendance at crime

stickers.

preven.~:Wn

prote~tlon,

insurance, and displaying

These correlations may mean that-at-

block meetings stimulates other behavioral

reactions, or it may mean that people who are already trying other behaviors
are more likely to attend block club
citizen patrols report an
partic~tpation

2.

Crime
.

and

inv~rse

Studies of participants in

relationship between this organizational

oth~:tbehavioral

Rat~!~and

meet;J..~er~ .

responses.

Individual Behaviors

"

WIth the exception of home protection purchases, most behavioral responses are higher where crime is higher.

However, it is important to

member that even in the highest crime areas,

~s

~e

many as half of the. residents

may not engage in the bebavior.
3.

Victimization and Individual Behaviors
Researchers are more likely to find effects of victimization if they

distinguish the victims of contact and property qrimes from other victims.
Only when contact crime victimizations are examined do studies find an effeet on aVQidanca.
pro,tection.

BU1'glary

victimi~ations'l~avethe oD.1~-.e'ilect

on home

All studies of self-protection behlivior .show effects of contact

victimizations.

There is also less systematic evidence that collective

participants may have often been victimized prior to deciding to participate.
4.

Social Integration and Individual Behaviors
. Community crime prevention literature assumes that areas with higher

social integration have more informal.social control.
be adequately tested.
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This idea has yet to

J!:ffects of Behavior

".

Here we ~ook at the same relatio~shipSdiscussed in. the~revious'
sect:i.on,but now considert'hepossible'effects of certain behaviors on
indiVidual victimization rates, crime perceptions, and crime rates.

In

. manY.cases we _.are reinterpreting correlational studies in which the
authors interpreted their data as exp_laining behavior. Since the temporal
ordering of the variables is'unknown in many of these stud1.es our reversal
of the callsal ordering is at least arguable.
1.

. Individual Victimization Rates

Causal inf.erence is a problem with. the bulk of the available data •
'.

.

Most

~tudies

are cross-sectional and correlational, which means that causal

ordering may only be ·inferred.

By inference, Victimizations are usually

explained to affect behavioral reactions.

But since the causal ordering is

unknown, we could instead infer that behaviors affected victimizations
Viewed from that perspective, many studies support the conclusion that
individual behavioral reactions increase victimizations!
Several studies do show that participants in property marking programs
have lower victimization rates.

'l'he only longitudinal study of the effects

of any type of individual behavior found that programmaticpart:l,cipation
ldisplayingwindow stickers given out by an anti-burglary progrnm) reduced victimizat.ion for recent victims (when compared with
rates for recent victims

wh~~

elid not participate).

subaf~qllent

Studies of this

latter form are particularly valuable.
There is .considerable Concern for possible victimization

d1~place

ment from people who take various protective measures to people who do
not.

To date, this possibility has been untested.
34
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Individual Behavior and Crime Perceptions
As we did wt..th victimization rates in the ,previous section, we examIne

correlational studies that reverse the interpretation of causal ordering.
Individual avoidance is associated with,increases in fear.

Informal sur-

veil1ance increase fear of property crime, but home protective purchases
have no effects on crime perceptions. ,These relationships are provocative and suggest lines of analysis that could easily be

pursue~

in a number of

other data sets.
3.

Crime Rates
Aggregated behaviors of individuals, even if unorganized, could affect

area crime rates.

A pattern of high or low avoidance, protection, or

participation in an area might affect the crime rates, but to date studies
have only

discusl;;.'~ed

these relations theoretically.

They suggest that

avoidance and protective behavior may decrease social interaction and informal social control which in turn could increase crime.
Summary
We have covered a great many issues and findingfs in Part II.

In this

summary, we highlight some themes :that cut across the topics discussed.
I.
deal

wi~h

Research on behavioral reactions is very fragmented; studies
one or a few such behaviors at a time.

Future studies which

consider the range of options and strategies individuals utilize would be
particularly useful.

Such studies should increase our understanding of how
.

these behaviors fit together and what patterns are associated with people
living in certain locales.
2.

Considerable evidence indicates that behavior is less affected by

crime perceptions than often thought.
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For example, crime risks are minor

considerlit1anif in decisions-about' transportation. usage, home relocation,llrecrea.
tional patterns, andgc:lng
3.

ou~

at night (for the elderly).

Our understanding of avoidance behaviors would be' enhanced if the per-

ceived net::essity to. engage in certain behaviors is taken into account .. Its
. importance ls.Yuggested by the finding that women and the elderly who work
outside.the home are less likely to engage in avoidance than those who do not.
4.

People are already engaged in many of the relatively undemanding ba-

haviorssuch as home defense, avoidance, and installing locks.

·.An

expan-

.' sion of their home protective behaviors may mean a major increase in effort.
'At present, people generally do not perceive crime as a major personal problem and they are not optimistic about the effectiveness of additional protective and avoidance beha~ors.

There is evidence that some types of indiv-

idual behaviors under certain conditions can reduce risks and fears, but
thesee£fects are not consistently shown.
5.
well as

Significantly increased avoidance behaviors may be unneeessaryas
~ounterproductive.

Such behaviors are often based on stereotypes

only loosely related to actual risks.

Further, such behaviors may increase

fears and, by lessening social inte.ractions in public places, increase crime
rates.
6.

Higher area crime rates and greater levels of fear are consistently

reported to be related to lDore avoidance, general behavioral changes and
par~icipation.

Home prot-ective purchase!!:! and self:"protective behaviors,

however, are related to a different set of factors and dynamics than the
other types of behavioral reactions.
7.

A relationship between social integration and informal participation

(social control) is widely assumed and consistently linked to crime rates, but
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the amoUllt of direc.t evidence supporting this relationship is smali.

Part III

Collective

~ehavioral

Reactions to Crime

Introduction
Collective responses,as we define them, are efforts of private citizens to deal with crime by acting throu'gh collectivities such as neighborhood groups, community organizations, and programs.

In this review, we con-

centrate on organized responses at the local level.

Research on these,

phenomena is particularly scarce and as a consequence this part of the
essay is less a review of the research and more a

pl~'esentation

of the authors'

ideas than either of thp. first two parts.
We begin with a discussion of the sources of data on collective responses.

Then we provide an historical overview of the role of collective re-

aponses to crime, summarize explanations for the increase in collective
responses in the past 10 to 15 years, discuss several dimensions along which
responses differ, and then consider specific conditions related to the emergence and/or stability of particular responses.

Finally, we review the crit-

eria and the available evidence on the effects of collective responses.
Sources of Data on Collective Crime Responses
Five principle sources contain ideas and information on collective responses to crime:

a) evaluations of government-funded crime programs,

b) reviews ofa large number of programs and responses which present a
minimal amount of original data, c) studies of a number of different types of
responses using originel data, d)· in-depth case studies of a particular response.
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Qr'typeof response, eJ studies of va rio tis reactions to .crime in onecODDDUD'ityorneighborhood,f) sutveysof participation informal or informal collectiveresponses.
Collective Responses.-J:,o Crime:

The Historical Context

Prior .to 1830, the local community.and its citizens had direct responsibilityfor defining arid maintaining

law~

On aday-to-day basis, private cit i-

zenS were routinely involved in the process of defining acceptable order and
responding to breaches of that order.

The development of the state was

generally&ccompanied by the development of professionals to enforce, formulate, and adjudicate the law.

The rise of professional law enforcanent agencies

and changes in scale and mobility within an industrializing and urbanizing
society. both undermined the sense of

publ~c

responsibility for law enforce-

mente
Among themost prominent collective responses in the period of transition
."

were Vigilantes.

The earliest form of vigilante activity operated where

state inSUtutions were absent or weak.

Such frontier vigilantism usually

upheld the substance if not the procedures of the law.
viol~ntformemerged

A second, more

in the middle of the 19th century to control racial

and ethnic minorities.

It functioned. outside, but often "rith the approval

of, established law enforcement agencies.
We should emphasize that other less dramatic

fOl~s

of collective re-

sponses to crirne.occured before, during, and·since the period of peak vigilante

act~vity.

Despite the general trend awny from lay involvement in law

enforcement, a number of conditions work

aga~.nst

its disappearance.

First,

citizens exertcoilsiderable control over what activities come to the attention of officials through their decisions' to report or not report crimes.
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Second, some groups are motivated to monitor criminal jUBticepracticeswhich
they oppose.

Third, collective action is stimulated when rising crime rates

lead citizens. to perceive the criminal justice system as Umited or :f..neffective.
General Causes of Contemporary Collective Responses
RE.\cent writings suggest four factors account for the society-wide increase
in collective responses in the past 10 years:
1.

Rising levels of crime and fear,

2.

A sense of the limits of the criminal justice system,

l.

Encouragement of citizen involvement by the criminal justice
system.

4.

The development of community groups since the early sixties
through which citizens can collectively respond to crime.
Dimensions of Collective Responses

1.

Orientation Toward The Problem of Crime:

Crime Control. Crime Prevention

,and Victim Advocacy
C1tizensaddress different issues-when they seek to deal with crime.
One dimension of collective response,then, is what part of the problem they
choose to focus on.

We identify three major aspects:

crime control, crime

prevention, and victim advocacy.
a.

Crime control Among the most frequently studied collective crime

responses are those Which stress surveillance of homes and streets and reporting of crimes and suspicious behavior.

Other resonses of this type concentrate

on educating people about protecting themselves.on the

stree~s.
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, ',"!;A1~of 'the above actioti:r~:le'~au81llent law, enforcement functions.

,.pons~s

i

try topreBsure criminal justice organizatioDs, to be more responsive

~6~lproble_.

, to

Some: ·re-

Keeting8.delllOnstratiolls.

~ourt

and jail iDonitoringare

, tactics wbichhave been used to accomplish this' goal.
Host studi-.ua of coliective responses focus on, formal organizations,
and consequently miss informal control activities that function in many
locales.

Gerald Suttles in The Social Order of the Slum and the Social.

,

'

Cc:;nstNction of Communities describes bow citizens in a low income area
obtained a secure environment.

An important aspect of this security was pro-

vided by youth gangs and, to a lesser extent, organized crime.

They protected

the area against "outSiders."
'lliereare few other 'such studies and we do not know ,whether other
,neighborhoods have similar or'other,social arrangements to deal with outsiders
or to deal with the misbehavior of family members.

Are. for example, such pat-

terns of informal social control found only in low income areas, in ethnic
enclaves, or in areas with a high degree of social integration?
~thno8raphic

Comparative

studies are likely to be the most appropriate approach

for

answering these and related questions.
b.

Crime

preventi~

Crime

prevent~on

activities can cover the whole

range of factors which people believe caUse crime.

One 'of the most common

pr~c~ices is residential "target hardening." , Residential anti-burglary activ-

ities stress educating people about protection measures they can take to make
their homes more secure, and often include engraving'valuable possessions.
, Such, responses' often have the support of the police and othercriininal justice
.'

agencies.
" Other groups have identified youth unemployment, drugs, deteriorating or
,'. abandoned buildings,' unlit streets, neighborhood bars, prostitution, and adult
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boobtores.8s targets of

collectiver~sponses.

ActiV1:ties around these issues·

are less often stuciied as responses tocrimebecaus8 they are generally not funded
by criminal justice agencies tare not carried out by local organizations
prtm&rily conc~rned wlth crime probl~ms,ormay not be labeled as responses
to crtme.

Research which excludes these types of activities misses much of

what people think of
c.

4S

cOllective responses to crtme.

Victim advocacy and services While victim/witness services are most

often provided by government agencles, citizen groups have pressured the police,
courts, and prosecutors to be even more responsive to victim concerns.

Some

local groups also have provided services,particularly to rape victims and
battered wives •
2.

Particular Crime vs. General Crime Focus
Collective responses may deal with one type of crime or a range of

crimes.

Crime program planners commonly believe that a program whlch

focuses on a particular crime rather than crime in general is more likely
to succeed.
3.

The typical single focus is burglary or robbery.

Ad Hoc vs. Orsanized Response
Almost all studies of collective responses describe the activities of

organized groups.

Organized rellpOll"" ·ar~ larger in scale, have .greater

longevity, stability, and visibility.

An ad hoc response may be a relatively

spontaneous jOint action of neighbors which is generarlly short-lived.
responses are difficult to identify, to sample, and to research.

These

Their

temporary qualities, however, do not mean that they cannot .be effective in
meeting local specific crime problems.

Such possibilities cannot be evaluated

without studies which. focus on these phenomena.
4.

Agency vs. Local Initiation
CO.llective responses maybe intitiated by a government sgency or by a
41'
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·localgroup~ . Locally initiated progr_allowfor more resident input in

the t»lanning of the response (1ganizational participation) and as a result
l.ikely to be 'better tailored to the characteristics of the locale.
.'.

,initiated programs tend to apply ideas found
'lo(:a.!.es.

.

. '

e~fective

aI'iS

Agency-

.

elsewhere to several

They are likely to have greater resources and IDOre full-time staffs •.

.., The degree to· which these' tendencies operate or are salient requires
systematic comparisons.

At present tbese two types of collective responses

are not ·'included in the same studies.
5.

Crime vs. Multi-Issue Orientation
Groups responsible for a particular collective response may focus only

on crime issues or may also have programs in a number of other issue areas.
Collective crime responses are more often carried out by mUlti-issue organiZ,ations.

In such settings crime must compete with other concems for the

organization's resources, but multi-issue organizations may be more likely to
sustain membership as neighborhood concerns change.

More research in the

collective responses of these multi-issue organizations is needed before
judnents about their success compared to crime-focused groups can.be assessed.
6.

Four General Types of Collective Responses
Although the'above dimensions, can be combined in. a great number of ways,

three clusters of a.ttributes are most frequently described in the research
literature: ,I)

government initiated and funded·. responses whi.ch stimulate

local collective efforts ,and emphasize progr8DDDatic participatIon, 2) locally
initiated crime responses by
have

fut~ds

multi~issue

organizations which may or may

no~

specificallY for their crime respnses,::S) locally initiated crime

specific organizations.
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Correlates of Collective Responses
We first discuss what is known about the emergence of collective responses and then consider their operation and
1.

stabili~y.

The Emergence of Collective Responses
Here we only discuss the conditions under which locally initiated responses

emerge since theintrodyc.tion of agency-initiated programs involve decisions
at the city and national level.

Our own research suggests that some form

of collective response is present in most urban areas.

The key issues are not

why these responses are present or absent, but why they are more or less
extensive and intensive and why they take on a particular
a.

Crime patterns

content~

There is little evidence to indicate whether collec-

tive crime responses are more likely in areas that have a particular level
or type of crime.

We do know that citizen patrols exist in neighborhoods.·

with all levels of crime rates.

Since voluntary organiza.tion participation is

often associ.ated with higher incomes and crime rates are generally higher in
lower income areas, it is likely that crime rates and the prevalence of
viable collective responses could be inversely related.
b.

Aggregate perceptions of crime Localities can be characterizeq by

their aggregate levels and patterns of fear or other crime perceptions.
These characterizations are collective level variables that can be linked to
collective responses and. studied just as the relationship of individual perceptions and behaviors is studied. Existing studies provide no basis on which
to discusswbat levels of fear or perceived risk are more or less conducive
to collective action.

Most social science community studies have not found

crime to be a frequent or urgent issue.

A possiblity derived from studies

of other types of fear is that the relationship is curvilinear, i.e., there
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..•re .• fewfi!r col.Lective actions when. there are very high and very .··low fear
levels.
c.

Social integration Sociologists have long posited an inverse rela-

tionship .between the strength of informal
. fomal oues:

soci~l

cOlltrols and the

as informal controls weaken, formal ones emerge.

emergo~ce

of

Within this

leneralprocess, the role of local collective responses is, not specified •
. Such responses .re somewhat in the middle range; more formal than informal
.

,~

controls, they are less formal than the official enforcement agencies.

They

may be responses to the weakening of formal institutions on the one hand, or
to the weakening of informal controls on the other.

There is a small amount

of evidence to suggest that collective responses may be most active in
locales ,that are at neither extreme of social integration and infomal
social control, but no systematic studies of this relationship are
available.
d. pemographic characteristics of locales Areas with higher income and
'education have more voluntary associations.

This finding has yet to be examined

specifically for collective crime responses, but if a large proportion of
erime responses occur within general neighborhood voluntary groups, then it
is likely that a similar relationship will be found.

A somewhat contrary finding has received some empirical support.

Blacks

tend to participate in collective responses to crime more than whites, so there
'may be more c()llective activities in predominantly black urban areas.
2.

The Stabi1itY of Collective Responses.
Most voluntary organizations have a problem sustaining their efforts

over time..

Stability

is

,_izationa and collective

often assumed to be a measure of success ·for organresponses~

where sustained efforts are needed, stability
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may be crucial.

However, the identificetion of·stabilit;yas one measure of
.

.

.

success precludes the possibility that, 1111,der sOm3circumstances,discontin'uationmay occur because the problem was solved or because the co.Llective
response was found to be ineffective.
The major studies of citizen patrols all note the difficulties sustaining
a consistent
stability.

le";.~l

of effort.

These include:

They note a number of conditions which enhance

a) a continuing perception of crisis, b) charismatic

leadership, c) a formal organization with financial support, d) rewards for
the members so they feel

effectiv~

and appreciated.

Descriptions of on-going responses rarely include information on a
response's origins and they never describe a response's demise.

Full natural

histories of on-going and discontinued responses, when available, can serve as
the basis for more data-based discussions of both emergence and stability.
Effects of Collective Responses
There are few systematic evaluations of collective responses.
more careful the evaluation, the less likely it is to find

~lear

The

evidence of

an impact.
1.

Crime Impact
Lowering crime rates are often a major goal of collective responses.

Such reductions are claimed to have occurred but rarely can such claims be
. thoroughly substantiated.
2.

At this point research findings are inconclusive.

Crime Perceptions
Participants in collective responses perceive crime rates to have been

reduced.

Such judgments may reduce fear.

There is no evide"4ce to assess

the impact of collective responses on fear, but three less obvious dynamics
may occur:

a) fear may be reduce.d- whether or not there is a

meas~rable
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change 1::1 the cr1me rate, .b): fear

may be increased

-,'---.

by the ··1nc.~:::~~ein informa-

c ::;;:....

tion.about crime which a collective response brings to people's attention, '
c) fears and perce:Lvedris~:may b~ realigned with exi~ting realities when
,

provide.d with information by a collective crime response.
3.

Crime Displacement
The possibility.of crime displacement must be considered

when'~ollective

responses have reduced crime in an area because such reductions may have
. resulted in cr:l,meshifting to "anotber time or place.

The absence of evi-

dence for crime reduction makes this possibility primarily a design and
theoret1~al interest at ·present.

Perceived displacement, regardless of the actual incidence of crime,
is also a possibility.

One locale may perceive that crime has increased as

the.'resultof changes in an adjoining area.

Future studies of collective

responses might collect data on what residents of adjoining areas thought
about the collective response and its impact on crime in their area.
4.

Social

Integrati~

Two aspects of the impact of collective responses on social integrationneed investigation.
fear reduction)

First, do successful (in terms of crime and/or

collective responses to crime increases social integra-

tion under some conditions?

And, second, does the strategy of fighting

crime by organizing a community into block clubs and/or neighborhood
associations increase social integration while it reduces crime?
There is reason to doubt whether the efforts of local organizations
can substantially affect social integration in the short run.

Active parti-

cipants are likely to become more individually integrated, but an overall community change is likely to be more illusive.
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5.

Community Organization
l

An important unanswered question is whether, and und~r what, conditions,

collective responses
s~dies

to~rime strengt~en

community organizations.

Several

interpret suoh collective responses primarily as political and

symbolic acts which signify disaffection from and resistance to the existing
law enforcement apparatus.

Political and symbolic collective responses

strengthen organizational identity and provide a target for actions.

A

more radical formulation argues that collective responses reflect a need to
demonSt'i:ate neighborhood groups' ability to define and handle troublesome
behavior on their own.
The issue of community control once was a central concern but has now
been replaced by other issues in most communities.

The treatment of crime

problems within community organizations can take many forms and is likely to
reflect the gr,oup's general style and stance toward other major institutions.
These variations, strains, and changes await future researchers' attention
Summary

Because there are so few findings to report, we have provided a set
of key variables, described soqe line.s of inquiry,andindicated what our
oWDt'esearch suggested.

What appear's at first as a fair amount of research

on community crme prevention turns out to be primarily studies of programs
run by the police and other agencies to impact oQ'citizens.

Relatively few

studies consider the collective actions of citizens in organizations at the
local level.
Although there are no quantitative studies to support it, there is widespread belief that the number of collective responses to crime has greatly increased over the past 10 to 15 years.
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These responses have either emphasized

-;-;-:--

crime cC)nttol

(sUi:VeiJ.l~ce

and,port1ng) or crime prevention (residential

targetbardening or efforts to deal with the causes of crime).

Responses

dealing :with causes have received much less attention than crime control
responses.
TWo highly relevant types of responses

~hich

also need to be, included in

collective crime response research are informal social controJ.and ad hoc
responses.

These phenomena are difficult to study but provide an important

part of the context in which more formal responses operate.
Comparative studies which consider the histories of on-going and dis!

I

continued resPQnses provide a framework in which many of the questions
about hOW responses emerge, develop, succeed, or fail can best be understood.
For many other issues, such as the relationship between informal and formal
collective responses, in-depth studies of aJ.l collective responses within
specific locales are needed.
Perhaps the Single most important set of relationships which need study
involve collective responses to crime and the degree of social integration.
A major assumption shared by researchers and policy makers is that collective
, crime responses can help increase the sense of community which, at the same times
will. support informal social control processes and then will: reduce the incidence of crime.
substant~ally

Though appealing, these relationships have not yet been

studied nor confirmed.

Final Remarks
We have sought to accomplish several interrelated tasks in this essay.
We have desc'ribeda set of issues and relevant literatures

in a field of

inquiry called "Reactions ,to Crime." We have reviewed studies that address
relevant topics, commented on issues where such findings were lacking, and
48

suggested a range of topics and research strategies
field.

Whether or not the reader

is

forf~rtherworkin

this

convinced that there are a set of .

unifying questions in this topical area, the essay provides a vocabulary
for talking about comparable data across studies which have too often·been
encumbered by conceptual

confu~ion.

'*
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